History
Our roads lie in a triangle created by the A20 Eltham/Sidcup Road, the railway
line east from Lee Station and A2212 Burnt Ash Road. These roads were laid
out at the end of the nineteenth century and extended both before and after
the second world war – they were designed as spaces for people to relax and
enjoy their leisure time in a clean, safe and peaceful setting. There is an
opportunity now to re-imagine and re-create those ideas.
Network of streets like ours were created in the period from about 1890 to
1930. Housing was developed along networks of roads that were, themselves,
inter-connected to other networks of roads – so you could drive from one part
of London to another without using main roads.
The arterial roads provided the main-road network but this concentrated on
journeys into and out of the City and the West End. Later housing
developments (particularly from the late 1960s) were discrete networks of
roads with only one, or two, ways in – the only reason to drive down these
streets would be to go to a house there.
Many journeys that did not involve the City or West End as the destination
used a mixture of the network of residential streets plus the arterial routes. In
the early part of the 20th century a circular route around London was planned.
By the late 1930s a brand new dual-carriageway road from Well Hall Road to
Burnt Ash Hill (Westhorne Avenue) was complete. The rest of the road was
never built and became the collection of road signs along residential streets
today with which we are familiar.
As traffic levels increased drivers found that the delays at road junctions could
be avoided by using residential streets to ‘by-pass’ the problem. A number of
lucky roads found themselves isolated from commuter and business traffic as
they were physically blocked by road closures or were tucked away (like the
newer developments) providing ‘no place to go’.
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Now commuter and business drivers are using satellite navigation systems that
also provide real-time information on delays and guide drivers along residential
streets to reach their morning destinations literally minutes earlier. The ‘way
in’ to the rat run for satnav users is Abergeldie Road – from there they chase
through the residential network, Horn Park, Upwood, Cambridge, Dorville,
across Burnt Ash Hill to Southbrook, Micheldever or Handen and then Leahurst
or Longhurst for Ennersdale and the route through to Dulwich or along Manor
Park to rejoin the A20 they left so many minutes earlier. Others are directed
across south-east London by turning into Cambridge Drive then Dorville Road
(the reverse of this appears to equally save their employer several moments by
them not using the Tiger’s Heads’ junction).
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Over to you
Have you got any ideas about what our streets will look like in the future – 10, or
even 50, years from now? Road transport will be transformed by personal vehicles
and delivery vehicles that drive themselves – Where will they park? Will we share
them? Will they be safe?
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Complete our survey at
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/BG7TBTT
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Request controlled parking in our streets through
our website www.livelee.org/request-cpz
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Tell us more liveleelondon@gmail.com
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